Sewer District of Greater
Cincinnati (MSDGC), Ohio
Executive Summary
The Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSDGC), a wastewater
operator providing collection and treatment services to more than 800,0000
residents in Cincinnati, Ohio, operates a combined sewer system. Every year, MSDGC
discharged about 11B gallons of combined sewage into the Ohio River.
Before implementing Ayyeka’s technology, MSDGC utilized several hundred CSO
dataloggers. Data that was collected and stored in these devices was downloaded
intermittently by crews that were deployed to change batteries and check
operational parameters. MSDGC was discharging 11BG of combined sewage into the
Ohio River.
Connecting the entire collection system to the MSDGC's SCADA system enabled the
teams to develop predictive models to assess the impact of precipitation events in
the various catchment areas throughout its collection system. As a result, MSDGC
substantially reduced the number and severity of overflow events and move toward
regulatory compliance.
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The Metropolitan Sewer
District of Greater
Cincinnati (MSDGC)
MSDGC, a wastewater operator providing
collection and treatment services to more
than 800,0000 residents in Cincinnati, Ohio,
operates a combined sewer system. This
design, typical of collection systems
constructed during the 19th and 20th
centuries, mixes stormwater with domestic
and industrial wastewater in the same pipes.
Before implementing Ayyeka’s technology,
MSDGC utilized several hundred dataloggers.
Data collected and stored in these devices
was downloaded intermittently by crews that
were deployed to change batteries and check
operational parameters. Unfortunately, most
of this monitoring system did not provide
real-time data from the collection network.
The lack of real-time data limited
understanding of how well the collection
network performed. It also hindered
decision-making that could have prevented
CSOs.

Population: 800,000
MSDGC hired experts to help create a
smart sewer network consisting of
600+ level, flow, and rain monitoring
devices across the combined sewer
network and watershed.
ADS - sewer flow services company
Flowfinity - software company that
develops customized applications
GE - provider of a unique wet weather
SCADA system
Stantec - engineering and consulting
firm providing field services and data
analysis
Ayyeka - a leading provider of
battery-powered cellular telemetry
solutions and software.
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MSDGC IN
NUMBERS

11B

100+ pumping
stations

3,000 miles of
sewer pipeline

GALLONS OF OVERFLOW

Every year MSDGC spilled 11B
gallons of combined sewage
into the Ohio River

7 TREATMENT
PLANTS

250 square miles
city

4,500
manholes

$3.1B
Wet Weather Program
investment for the next 20 years

The Treatment Plants can manage
an overall 184MG gallons on a dry day

The Ohio River
981-mile long flowing southwesterly
from western Pennsylvania south of
Lake Erie to its mouth on the
Mississippi River at the southern tip
of Illinois

250
250 permitted constructed overflows
in the collection system
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CHOOSING AYYEKA
After completing a sensor challenge with US EPA, MSDGC offered manufacturers
and technology companies across the world the opportunity to deploy sensors in
the sewer collection system.
MSDGC conducted several pilots with multiple technology providers.
Ayyeka’s FAI™ platform was deployed after it was selected through a competitive
RFP. Over 600 of Ayyeka's Wavelets (remote terminal units) have subsequently been
deployed.

Durability
withstand wear,
pressure, or damage.

Ayyeka's Wavelet
RTU – Remote
Telemetry Unit

Secure
Data Transfer

Alarm and alert
capabilities

Data storage
on site

Easy to deploy
and easy to maintain
and operate

Battery-based
and long battery life

Broad range
An outstanding ability to connect to multiple
sensors, devices, and outsource providers
platforms

Buffer Data
For Analytics and
Modeling tools

Full SCADA
integration

Ayyeka’s FAI™ platform

AYYEKA'S DATA

600+

Multiple sensor
type used

Substantial reduction
in overflows

Ayyeka Wavelet devices
have been implemented
across the county

Data transmitted
directly to team's
mobile phones

Multiple Platforms Integration

Full SCADA
integration

Number of Sensors
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Ayyeka data is being buffered
and transmitted to multiple
platforms: Team mobiles,
SCADA and prediction
modeling platform
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The number of
sensors depolyed
quadruple within
4 years.

Low Cost Compliance
MSDGC revolutionalized their sewer management system
using existing infrastructure and making it 'smart'.
The alternatives would have been many times more
costly and disruptive to the city's day to day life.
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